Abstract-Remote sensing data provide significant information to constrain the geometry of geological structures at depth. However, the use of intraformational geomorphologic features such as flatirons and incised valleys often calls for tedious user interaction during 3-D model building. We propose a new method to generate 3-D models of stratigraphic formations, based primarily on remote sensing images and digital elevation models. This method is based on interpretations of the main relief markers and interpolation of a stratigraphic property on a tetahedral mesh covering the domain of study. The tetrahedral mesh provides a convenient way to integrate available data during the interpolation while accounting for discontinuities such as faults. Interpretive expert input may be provided through constrained interactive editing on arbitrary cross-sections, and additional surface or subsurface data may also be integrated in the modeling. We demonstrate this global workflow on a structurally complex basin in the Sierra Madre Oriental, Northeastern Mexico.
cuestas and incised valleys. Such landform analysis and stereoscopic imaging tell much about geological structures [1] , [2] and dynamic changes to the earth surface [3] , [4] . At a higher resolution, LIDAR mapping also provides much detail about geological features observed on outcrop, including both accurate geometry, laser intensity, and color to help automated identification and characterization of geological bodies [5] , [6] .
The use of such exhaustive surface data for subsurface description is attracting more and more interest in the geoscience community, due in particular to progresses in obtaining accurate surface geometry from remote rensing data [3] , [4] , [7] . However, most 3-D geomodeling methods are designed to use dense data as obtained from 3-D seismic surveys. In the case where surface data form the bulk of observations, many systems provide tools to generate a stratigraphic model using layer thickness maps and/or projections, possibly constrained by interpretive cross-sections [8] , [9] . Such methods are generally effective in simple geological settings but cannot easily represent all geological structures encountered in nature, for example overhangs due to salt or overturned folds and structures affected by inverse faults. Alternatively, truly 3-D systems usually define a set of consistent 3-D surfaces bounding geological volumes. This type of method has been used successfully to generate 3-D models from field and remote sensing data [1] , [2] , [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
A first challenge with most earth surface data is the very strong anisotropy of information density: on the topographic surface, data are extremely dense whereas subsurface data are much sparser. In stratigraphic settings, most existing workflows iteratively build major stratigraphic horizons from their trace on the topography and either ignore or express intraformational observations between main horizons in a way that can be understood by the 3-D modeling system. To date, these intraformational observation points only consist of stratigraphic orientation points. These points are often projected onto the base or the top of the layer [11] , [13] , [14] . Alternatively, dip domains of constant orientation based on structural analysis and mapping of axial surfaces can be used [2] , [12] . Further, Salles et al. [17] estimate thickness maps and use projections to and from layer boundaries to iteratively refine the 3-D model (Fig. 1) . The main benefits of the latter approach are that it corrects for non-representative sampling of the various geological surfaces on the topography and controls the extrapolation of subtle thickness and orientation changes in growth strata. [17] . In C, individual horizons are created from horizon lines and orientation measurements (blue arrows). In D, layer thicknesses are iteratively computed and used to refine the model. In this process, many stratigraphic lineations must be discarded because they do not clearly define a plane.
However, such specific modeling methodologies generally involve time-consuming manipulations by the modeling expert; surface data are generally complemented by 2-D interpretive cross-sections, which often need to be edited because inconsistencies with neighboring data occur. Additionally, data need to be projected onto the geological surfaces during the modeling process, which introduces errors when layer thickness varies or when the projection direction crosses a fault. The method presented in this paper directly builds 3-D stratigraphic volumes, as proposed previously [18] , [19] ; this removes the need for projecting data points onto surfaces, and directly exploits coherency between successive conformable horizons.
A second challenge with remote sensing data lies in the way orientation data are obtained. Indeed, orientations measured in the field are not necessarily reliable for building regionalscale models, because small local features may be measured instead of regional trends [2] . Stratigraphic orientation may be computed from stereoscopic images [1] , but this involves significant manual work and can only provide a limited number of points. Alternatively, stratigraphic contacts may be picked or detected on a DTM to rapidly produce a much denser set of input data [20] . However, georeferencing errors or limited DEM resolution may introduce approximations. Even with consistent input, the orientation is poorly constrained when the bedding lines are almost straight. To improve the quality of the orientation data, error metrics have been proposed to characterize the shape of the covariance ellipsoid computed locally over line point coordinates [2] . Based on these metrics, prolate and spherical ellipsoids indicative of poor orientation estimates can be discarded. While this stategy eliminates noisy data, it also discards informative straight lines from subsequent modeling steps. For instance, the lines shown on Fig. 1 (a) may all be considered too straight or noisy to provide a reliable estimate of stratigraphic orientation. However, a trained geologist can readily identify the NNW/SSE axial direction of the anticline by looking at ALL stratigraphic contacts at once.
In this paper, our objective is to address these two challenges by considering geological surfaces as level sets of an underlying scalar field. Such an implicit modeling method takes all data points at their exact location and provides a builtin volumetric consistency, which facilitates 3-D geological modeling (Section II). In the proposed approach (Section III), we introduce a way to directly constrain the 3-D geometry by stratal traces interpreted on a DTM, without intermediate and potentially unstable orientation computation (Section III-B). This methodology can be applied to generate a regional 3-D model using satellite data only, but additional field data, borehole data, interpretive cross-sections, and seismic lines may also be incorporated (Section III-D). In Section IV, we describe an application of this method to La Popa Basin in the Sierra Madre Oriental, Mexico.
II. BACKGROUND: IMPLICIT GEOLOGICAL MODELING
Implicit or level set methods consider geological interfaces as equipotential surfaces of a 3-D scalar field. This approach is becoming more and more popular for geological modeling, because computational power now makes it possible to efficiently generate this scalar field while honoring available data [18] , [21] [22] [23] [24] . Two main types of methods have been described to create such scalar fields from field and subsurface data:
• Dual kriging and radial basis function interpolation provide an estimation of the scalar field f as
where p l (x) are polynomial basis functions, c l the corresponding drift coefficients, and L the total number of polynomial terms; N is the total number of data points; φ(|x − x n |)) is either the covariance between the data point x n and the unknown x [25] or a basis function such as a thin plate spline or simply the distance (also called biharmonic function) [26] ; λ n are the unknown interpolation coefficients. Finding the coefficients of (1) requires solving a dense linear system of the form [25] , [26] 
where
This system can be used to build implicit surfaces from point clouds [26] , [27] . For this, data points are duplicated and projected along the locally computed surface normal; (2) is then solved by taking φ as the identity function (i.e., the basis functions in (2) are simply the Euclidean distances |x − x n |). When the number N of data points increases, the O(N 2 ) size of the (dense) system (2) makes it impossible to be inverted with standard techniques. Therefore, [26] proposed using a O(N ) multigrid numerical method called the fast multipole method, initially proposed for computing the interaction of charged particles [28] . This method is convenient to construct continuous and smooth geological shapes [27] , but application to faulted formations remains unclear.
A combination of scalar fields can be used to represent more complex structures, including stratigraphic unconformities and faults [19] . The set of fields is computed with dual kriging (1) and a special iso-surface extraction method based on the Marching Cubes [29] . The interpolation is achieved by dual kriging of the difference between the scalar field and some arbitrarily fixed reference value, as initially proposed in 2-D [21] and later extended to 3-D [22] . As compared to radial basis functions, this formulation of dual kriging of increments is well suited to honor orientation data. Moreover, known faults can be accounted for through discontinuous polynomial drift coefficients and borehole ends through inequality constraints implemented by a Gibbs sampler [19] , [22] . However, to our knowledge, this method is limited by the amount of input information points: the fast multipole method has not been applied to dual kriging with such a diverse set of constraints (gradient data and inequality constraints). Also, interactive editing is not direct since the addition of an interpretive data point requires building and solving the whole system again.
• Alternatively, the scalar field may be computed by discrete optimization on some pre-defined volumetric mesh. For example, a Euclidean distance field can be computed on a Cartesian grid to reconstruct complex surfaces, but faults can then be treated only up to the grid resolution [30] . This scalar field may also be computed on tetrahedral meshes conforming to faults by solving a linear system of M unknowns f 1 , . . . , f M at the mesh nodes [18] , [23] 
where C is the total number of linear constraints applied to the system; the coefficients of these constraints are stored in the C × M sparse matrix A and the right-hand side vector b. In general, (3) includes a term to obtain smooth isosurfaces, and additional boundary conditions to account for observations [18] , [31] , leading to an overdetermined system which can be solved in the least-squares sense using the conjugate gradient algorithm. As compared to splines and dual kriging, this method requires a 3-D mesh to be defined before computing the scalar field. The time needed to solve the system depends primarily on the size of the mesh and marginally on the number of data points [18] . Such a model-centric vision is interesting in geological modeling because model resolution is controlled not by data layout, which is generally irregular in geosciences, but by mesh density [16] ; resolution may also be locally modified to keep a low discrepancy between data and interpolated geometry [18] . Local model updating can be achieved in real time by interpolating only around selected interpretive data points.
III. INTERPOLATION OF A STRATIGRAPHIC FUNCTION FROM REMOTE SENSING-BASED INTERPRETATIONS

A. Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology starts with georeferenced geometric data interpreted on DTMs or digital outcrop models (DOMs). For clarity, we will describe the procedure to build the 3-D geometry of a conformable stratigraphic sequence. The adaptation of the method to faults and unconformities will be discussed in Section III-C. Three data types are considered jointly by the method: The domain of study is then filled with a tetrahedral mesh. In our implementation, we use either the commercial tetrahedral mesher of the Gocad software [32] or the free tetgen code [33] , both of which allow for adapting the mesh resolution to the desired level of detail.
The linear system (3) is then built depending on the data at hand (Section III-B), and solved in the least-squares sense. For quality control, the main horizons are extracted from linear tetrahedra. The geometry of stratigraphic boundaries can be interactively edited on cross-sections or iso-surfaces; elementary model validity rules [34] are observed throughout editing. This implicit stratigraphic model may then be restored sequentially and decompacted for palinspastic reconstruction using a mechanical finite-element method (FEM) [35] , [36] .
B. Building the Linear System
Our goal is to express all data types corresponding to remote sensing interpretations as linear equations fed to the system (3). As proposed by Frank et al. [18] , we consider a linear tetrahedron, whereby the gradient ∇f of the scalar field f is uniquely defined from the values f i of f at the four vertices
In the implicit framework, points defining the position of a known stratigraphic horizon must all have the same value. In practice, this value may correspond to the age of the horizon [37] , or preferably to a relative average thickness from a reference horizon. Then, a point p = (x p , y p , z p ) of known scalar value f p , can be honored by adding the following line to the system (3) [18] :
where f i are the (unknown) scalar values at the vertices of the tetrahedron containing the point p, and u i the barycentric coordinates of p the tetrahedron. Accounting for an orientation datum p is best achieved by using the strike vector s p and the dip vector d p at p. By definition, an implicit stratigraphic surface honors this orientation information if the gradient of the scalar field ∇f at point p is orthogonal to both s p and d p . Therefore, this equation is discretized in the the tetrahedron containing p by substituting (4) in
As we have seen, orientations obtained from DTMs or DOMs may not be reliable. Therefore, it is also possible to directly account for polygonal curves representing stratigraphic lineations. Indeed, an implicit stratigraphic surface honors a lineation as long as the gradient of the scalar field ∇f is orthogonal to that lineation. For each line segment of direction l crossing a tetrahedron over a length w, the equation
can be added the system (3). Although the term w may seem unnecessary when looking at (7), it should be conserved in the the global system (3) because it provides relative weighting of all lineations independently of their sampling and of the mesh resolution. When two polygonal line segments of directions l 1 and l 2 cross a tetrahedron, the gradient of the scalar field tends to orient orthogonally to both of them, and is strictly equivalent to (6) when segments are orthogonal and have the same length in the tetrahedron. In addition to these data terms, a smoothness regularization term should also be added to the system (3). For this, two strategies have been described previously. One is to minimize the integral of ∇f over the whole domain by analogy with work minimization in an isotropic diffusive problem [31] .
In our work, we use the approach of [18] which minimizes the curvature of implicit surfaces defined by the scalar field f . This term is discretized on all internal faces of the tetrahedral mesh so that the variation of gradient (∇f − ∇f ) between any two adjacent tetrahedra T and T is constrained to be null. Because three nodes are shared by both tetrahedra, this difference can be projected without loss of information onto the normal N to the common face between T and T before being added to the system (3)
In our implementation, this smoothness term (8) can be computed on dip domain regions of the tetrahedral mesh to allow for additional structural input, as in [12] . In this case, the relative weight between the global smoothness and local smoothness controls the degree of sharpness of fold hinges (Fig. 2) .
C. Handling Discontinuities
As compared to general-purpose 3-D modeling applications, the management of discontinuities is essential in geological (5)]. (b) Two dip domain regions were created on both sides of the axial surface, and local roughness terms were added in these regions. The weight ratio between global smoothness versus local smoothness was set to 1/100. modeling. We will now explain how the proposed method can be applied to domains with faults, salt welds, and unconformities. As proposed also by [19] , unconformities can be handled by using several scalar fields for all conformable rock units. Each unit is defined by a scalar field and lower and upper bounds; Boolean operations are then performed between units depending on the type of unconformity. By construction, this approach extrapolates eroded units above unconformities, thereby providing a first estimate of the amount of eroded material. This observation can be used later on for palinspastic reconstructions as proposed by [35] , [36] .
Faults and salt welds can be treated as implicit surfaces with exactly the same constraints as for stratigraphy. In this case, the scalar field values on the data are arbitrarily set to 0; the convergence of the system is ensured by adding a local orientation constraint specifying the average plane of the data points. For this, we do not use (6) but strictly identify the gradient of the scalar field ∇f with the normal to the average plane n p (where
This point is chosen to be far from the discontinuity data to minimize artifacts. As a result, the scalar field provides an estimate of the signed distance to the discontinuity everywhere in the volume. Then, after visual control, the tetrahedral mesh can be cut by the 0-isosurface corresponding to the discontinuity. For synsedimentary faults and faults with lateral termination, the areal extent of the fault can be defined in a 3-D region to bound the cut operation. Contacts between discontinuities are recovered by applying this procedure iteratively, by considering major faults before branching faults [38] . One drawback of this strategy is that the tetrahedral mesh quality decreases as the mesh is cut by discontinuities, which may cause problems for applications of 3-D restoration with the FEM. Therefore, another possibility is to obtain explicit discontinuity surfaces and re-mesh the volume of interest conformably to these surfaces [33] .
D. Model Editing
When building models from surface data, expert model editing is often necessary to increase the quality of the extrapolation at depth. This task is difficult when dealing with explicit triangulated surfaces, because significant processing is needed to keep model integrity [34] . A major advantage of the implicit method, also pointed out by [18] , [19] , and [31] is that model updating is much easier than with explicit surfaces. In our case, new points or lines may be added and moved interactively at depth to control the geometry of a particular implicit surface. As proposed by [18] and [39] , these interpretive points are added as new terms in the linear system (3) using (5) , and the system is solved from the current state. Updating may also be done locally around the interpretive points to increase performance. It is then possible to update the model and provide visual feedback as points are moved by the user.
Interactive editing of faults is more difficult, because in the end, faults are represented explicitly in the tetrahedral mesh. For small geometric changes, it has been proposed to distort the mesh while minimizing the variation of volume during deformation [39] . For larger changes, however, the model must be completely rebuilt. (Figs. 3 and 4) . Outcrop conditions are excellent, which makes the area an excellent candidate to use remote sensing data for geological interpretations [40] , [41] . This basin is remarkable because it contains three salt diapirs, called El Gordo, El Papalote, and La Popa diapirs. Also, a former salt escape conduit (weld) can be identified in the basin trending SE from the la Popa diapir along an azimuth of approximately 135 [42] . Although field observations show evidence of many interesting geometric features around this salt weld [41] , [43] , at the basin scale, the weld could be mistaken for (and has been modeled as) a fault. Salt movements are interpreted as major influences on the structural and depositional evolution during the Late Cretaceous and Eocene.
In the first step of the modeling, a 44 km × 35 km Landsat Thematic Mapper image and the 3 arcsecond Shuttle Radar Topography Mission DEM were imported into the Gocad geomodeling software. The image was georeferenced from a set of corresponding points recognizable both on the DEM and on the satellite image as geomorphologic features.
Next, three stratigraphic horizons were chosen, corresponding to the base of the Muerto, Delgado, and Viento Formations, and a set of polygonal lines representing intersections between stratigraphic surfaces and the topography was created (Fig. 5) . The picking of these lines was made from geomorphologic features, aiming at maximizing the geometric significance of the lines to define the orientation. For this, we followed winding paths on flatirons when possible, as shown on the detailed view in Fig. 5 .
The data described above have been used as input to the implicit stratigraphic modeling method described in Section III. Volumetric modeling was performed both above and below the present topographic surface on an isotropic mesh consisting of 122-K tetrahedra corresponding approximately to a 600-m resolution. The model covers elevations between −5500 and 8000 m. For convenience, the salt was ignored in this regional model; however, the salt weld has been extrapolated vertically and used to cut the tetrahedral mesh. This was motivated by the obvious termination of some stratigraphic markers in the neighborhood of the weld, indicating a significant stratigraphic offset. The scalar values for the three interpreted horizons were chosen as 1000 for the base of the Muerto Formation, 1750 for the Delgado Sandstone, and 2000 for the base of the Viento Formation, reflecting the average stratigraphic thicknesses between these horizons.
Using map traces of the three reference formations only generates horizons much steeper than actually observed [ Fig. 6(a) ]. This is due to the sparsity of data in 3-D space and to the isotropic nature of the smoothness term (8) . Adding intraformational stratal traces better contrains the dip of the model [ Fig. 6(b) and (e)]. The maximum stratigraphic offset of the salt weld is then equal to 5000 m, which is consistent with previous studies [42] , [43] . However, surface data do not allow to characterize the syncline on the hanging wall of the salt weld. Therefore, the model was further constrained by adding an interpretive cross-section line from Gile and Lawton [42] [ Fig. 6(c), (d), and (f) ]. The final model is also available in the supplementary PDF 3-D file. 1 In terms of performance, the tetrahedral mesh construction and cutting by the salt weld took less than 5 min on a consumer laptop PC. Solving the linear system (3) was performed in less than a minute. Therefore, the most time-consuming work is the manual picking of stratal traces on the DTM, which is estimated to a few hours.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have presented a methodology to create 3-D stratigraphic models from remote sensing data. As compared to previous work, data are taken into account at their exact location and do not need to be projected onto horizon surfaces. This facilitates the management of non-vertical faults and has the potential to provide a fine control on the 3-D geometry of growth strata. As compared to previous implicit modeling methods, this approach uses all interpretive data without prior computation of stratigraphic orientations or manual fitting. This allows for using all interpreted stratal traces at once, even if they poorly control the strike and dip of layers.
This method has the same limitations as previous work with regard with accuracy of input data. In particular, lines picked on a DTM may be sensitive to a difference of resolution between satellite or aerial image and the elevation model. In any case, lines should be picked carefully in a 3-D graphics environment to avoid artifacts. In general, limited resolution of the elevation model also leads to underestimations of layer dip; recent methods which obtain an accurate elevation model at the pixel resolution [4] , [7] should definitely help resolving these problems. Future work should take advantage of automated feature selection [44] , [45] to provide better quality input lines to the method or, conversely, could use the reconstructed 3-D model to further guide image analysis [3] , [46] .
At basin and regional scales, additional levels of detail may be integrated about the stratigraphy (e.g., through the the use of a high resolution stratigraphic column and several scalar fields [19] ) and about the fault network. This could be challenging with high level of detail or larger areas because of limitations in mesh generation and available computer memory. Management of resolution is therefore an important avenue for further research. Also, significant uncertainty may exist in the 3-D geometry due to noise of the remote sensing device or occlusion problems [3] . Even if the method accounts for additional subsurface data (borehole information, seismic surveys) to constrain identified objects at depth, 3-D subsurface geometry can never be determined withtout ambiguities because of lack of information. Therefore, we are also working on a stochastic extension of method able to generate and screen several possible 3-D geometries [38] , [47] .
In the la Popa case study, we have focused on first-order features and ignored salt diapirs to keep the mesh size reasonable. The inclusion of the diapirs could be appropriate for more detailed modeling including also field data. Halokinetic sequences [43] are indeed clearly visible on the field, and 3-D modeling coupled with restoration [35] could provide valuable insights into the interplay between salt movement and sediment architecture.
